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Demo Reel Shot List Breakdown
00:1000:17 Balloon Holiday Video Card 2014
I acted as art director, establishing the look and creating the story, including drawing storyboards. I
worked on some of the 3D modeling of the environment and animation of the balloon but mostly did the
lighting, all camera animation, music selection, filming the liveaction and compositing.
00:1700:23 I5 HOV & Avenida Pico Improvements  Orange County, CA
This was a large group project. I did all of the terrain modeling and texturing, and the modeling of
the overpass. I was responsible for the camera animation and animation of the "hero" cars. I also did all of
the lighting and compositing.
00:230028 Transport Report
This was a parody of the Colbert Report for an internal executive summit. I did everything except
the eagle and filming. I did the background modeling in Cinema 4D and the rest of the chroma keying,
effects, and compositing was done in After Effects.
00:2800:33 Mobility 21 California Conference Intro
I came up with the look and feel of this animation and did everything from storyboarding to final
animation.
00:3300:45 Ottawa Light Rail Proposal
I worked on the logo and map animations in After Effects and used 3DS Max for the lighting,
character animation, camera animation, and the 3D modeling of the stations.
00:4500:49 I96/US23, Michigan
I did everything in this animation except for the overpasses and some of the initial modeling.
00:4900:54 I35E 35Express, Texas
I did the intro in Cinema 4D, and all of the animation that is shown here.
00:5400:57 Core Value Coin
I did everything for this animation except for the design of the coin itself.
00:5701:00 Snowflake Holiday Video Card 2012
I did the story and all the 2D animation  and even cut out some of the snowflakes by hand.
01:0001:04 Snowman Holiday Video Card 2013
This was all my creation.
01:0401:08 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Public Villa Housing
I did the modeling of the screens, the viney flowers, and the courtyard  and all of the animation.
01:0801:15 Balloon Holiday Video Card 2014 Ending
Same as the first entry. I modeled the book/landscape and the earth and did all of the lighting,
texturing, and animation.

